Promise Legacy

What is the Promise Legacy?
Promise Legacy is the Alumni group of The Pittsburgh Promise. Promise Legacy is led by individuals who have used a Pittsburgh Promise Scholarship. Promise Legacy exists to demonstrate the valuable impact of The Promise and support its mission.

Legacy's Purpose
Our purpose is to maintain relationships with Pittsburgh Promise scholars, alumni and families to provide opportunities for mentorship, scholarship, and networking.

Get the Scoop on Legacy!
Stay updated on our events and progress towards raising $20k.

Legacy Relaunch
The Pittsburgh Promise Legacy group is preparing to relaunch as a top resource and support community for all past, current, and future Pittsburgh Promise awardees. Promise Legacy is committed to build our community by the re-envisioned mission to provide mentoring and professional development opportunities, enhance and promote diversity and inclusion among Legacy participants, ensure the longevity of the Promise Scholarship, create engaging and fun program opportunities for the Legacy group, and connect Promise alumni with other alumni and prominent figures of the region. Promise Legacy is excited to announce the start of the relaunch rollout with this periodical newsletter, a social/networking celebration event on Saturday, March 26th, and many more events to come. Mark your calendars and be on the lookout for more details on upcoming activities in our next newsletter and correspondences!
The Pittsburgh Promise alumni are doing great things in the Pittsburgh area and beyond. In each newsletter, we will highlight at least one Promise alum so that we can share how The Pittsburgh Promise has inspired amazing students to become even better leaders in their communities, and in their personal and professional lives.

In this newsletter, you will learn about Roderick Ramsey (Allderdice, c/o 2008), Pittsburgh native and Promise alum! If you would like to be featured in a future newsletter, please reach out to us.

Relaunch Celebration

MARCH 26, 2022 | 5:30-9:00PM

Join us at Steel 10 to celebrate the relaunch of the Promise Legacy Alumni group. Our special guest, DJ Femi will play some of your favorite hits while you cash in your tickets at the raffle tables, participate in trivia games, and enjoy delicious appetizers and beverages.

Tickets are $10 in advance ($15 at the door) and can be purchased at https://www.classy.org/event/pittsburgh-promise-legacy-spring-renewal/e386990.

We can’t wait to celebrate with you!

Upcoming Events

LOOK OUT FOR INFORMATION ABOUT THE FOLLOWING EVENTS:

- Headshots & Happy Hour
- DEI in the Workplace Workshop
- Juneteenth Service Project

One of our goals this year is to give back to the schools that gave us so much. This year, we will host several service projects that benefit the Pittsburgh Public Schools and their students.

Have an idea for a service project at your alma mater? Let us know!

Contact Us

https://pittsburghpromise.org/

legacy@pittsburghpromise.org

412.281.7605

ARE YOU INTERESTED IN JOINING THE PROMISE LEGACY PLANNING GROUP?

PROMISE ALUMNI SPOTLIGHT

We are so excited to relaunch the Promise Legacy Alumni Group this year. COVID-19 gave us a run for our money, but that won’t stop us! We hope you will join us in 2022 as we make connections to our roots by working with the Pittsburgh Public Schools to support its students and alumni!
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Hi, I'm Roderick Ramsey—graphic artist and owner of Ocular Arcade, a digital production studio that specializes in design, print, and web development. The goal at Ocular Arcade is to help small businesses and entrepreneurs establish an identity and digital presence.

At Ocular Arcade, we work with our clients to capture their imagination, manifest their vision, and question the outcome to identify areas of opportunity.

Ocular Arcade will provide many of the printed materials for the Promise Legacy’s Relaunch celebration in March.

Born and raised in Pittsburgh PA, I was introduced to graphic arts in highschool at Taylor Allderdice where I graduated from in 2008.

After high school, I went on to attend Saint Vincent College where I received a B.A. in Communication with a minor in Marketing in 2012. While attending college I had an opportunity to strengthen my foundation in graphic arts by furthering my studies in elective classes. In 2016 I graduated from Point Park with a master’s degree in business management.

With a desire to create coupled with my academic background and drive to be self employed I decided to monetize my passion.

In 2020, I launched Ocular Arcade and haven’t looked back since.

Interested in a Free Consultation with Roderick?

https://www.oculararcade.com

Ocular Arcade

From website construction and maintenance, logo creation, and graphic design, to print production and deployment, Ocular Arcade offers a wide range of...